Senior Dance Bids on Sale

The bids for the Senior Farewell to be held June 9th, went on sale in the lobby of the Student Union on May 1. Students are on bidding for a chance to win one of the many prizes that have been donated by the Associated Student Body. The prizes include tickets to concerts, sporting events, and the chance to win a car.

Book Store Obtains Slide Rules; Thirty Sold Within 1 Hour

Pictures in the paper of the alarm clock which the book store in which three women were practically trampled to death by a stampede at 10:50 a.m., and the rest of the students who were in the store at that time, have been removed. The clock is a regular 12-hour clock, and is in a frame, but the time is not visible. It is in a form of a box, which contains the alarm clock.

Drafted Students May Receive Special Transcripts of Grades

A special transcript of grades may be obtained by all men who expect to leave for the service of the United States. It is to be submitted to the office of the Dean of Men, and will be held on Wednesday, June 7th, at 3:00 p.m. The transcript will be mailed to the men who are drafted, and will be held on Wednesday, June 7th, at 3:00 p.m. The transcript will be mailed to the men who are drafted, and will be held on Wednesday, June 7th, at 3:00 p.m. The transcript will be mailed to the men who are drafted, and will be held on Wednesday, June 7th, at 3:00 p.m. The transcript will be mailed to the men who are drafted, and will be held on Wednesday, June 7th, at 3:00 p.m. The transcript will be mailed to the men who are drafted, and will be held on Wednesday, June 7th, at 3:00 p.m.

$80,000 A-C Network Calculator

To Be Acquired By IIT's EE Department

An A-C network calculator, the first of its kind to be acquired by Illinois Tech's EE department, will be on display in the Electrical Engineering department.

SCHMOLLER Needs Placement Records

It is essential that all June and October seniors both electrical and mechanical engineering students turn in their placement records to the Office of Placement, room 102.

Pres. Heald Elected WSE Vice-president

Dr. E. H. Heald, president of Illinois Tech, has been elected first vice-president of the Western Society of Engineers.

4 Men Pledged To Chi Epsilon

Two seniors and two juniors were initiated into Chi Epsilon, an engineering fraternity. The pledges are R. H. H. Smith, junior civil; William B. Smith, sophomore civil; and Edward M. Smith, junior civil.

Questionnaires Reveal 75% of Seniors Believe Honor System Functions Poorly

Seventy-five per cent of the graduating class believe that the honor system is not functioning satisfactorily. This was revealed in a survey conducted by the class officers and distributed to the seniors.

2 IIT Items Appear In ACS Publication

Two articles contributed by the chemistry department at IIT have been published in the latest issue of the American Chemical Society's journal.

3 Tech Professors To Judge Awards

Professors of industrial chemistry, Phillip C. H. H. Smith, chairman of the department, and George O. L. Noyes, associate professor of electrical engineering, and John H. H. H. Sherrill, associate professor of mechanical engineering, are judges of the Sherwood Achievement Awards Committee.
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So Little Time

Research Reports

Space Charge Limited Currents
Applied to e/m Measurement

EDITORS NOTE: This research presents a new view of the theory of the properties of a space-charge-limited current. The study of this type of current is important in understanding the behavior of electrons in certain types of vacuum tubes and in semiconductor devices.

A new way of measuring the ratio of charge to mass of the electron (e/m) is being studied by Burt Fries and Fred Read, senior physics majors. This quantity is fundamental to the study of the behavior of electrons in vacuum tubes and semiconductor devices.

However, the results obtained are significantly different from the expected values. The authors suggest that further research is needed to understand the observed discrepancies.

SUCH IS LIFE

Mortimer passed before the threshold of the new mansion. His effect was notoriety, his lips quivering, and he embraced the knocker in death. The noise of his voice was heard and sent chills down the spines of those who had heard him. His fingers tightened on the knocker, and he tried to unlock the door. An echo sounded.

In the afternoon, Dr. Fries called on Mr. Mortimer. He was surprised to see him at his doorstep. "I, you, he," he said. "I am the only one who can do this."

The man who knocked on the door...
The merger of the Armour and Lewis campus was mentioned in the first Technology News, dated October 17, 1929. "Illinois Institute of Technology, a consolidation of two great technological institutions of learning, Armour Institute of Technology and Lewis Institute, officially opened its doors on Monday, September 16, 1929. This new school, with its expanded curriculum, its larger faculty, its laboratory equipment and its new facilities, promises to be the greatest technological institution in the country—superior to all—and certainly among the top-ranking schools in the teaching of arts and sciences.

For the present, Illinois Institute will function as a university made up of two colleges, Armour College of Engineering and Lewis Institute of Arts and Sciences. It was at a dinner dancing in the Family Club of Armour's Student Union, Friday night, September 29, that a new voice was added to the spiritual register of the student newspaper at Armour and Lewis, News.

For those of us present, who had worked on the old staffs, the event was an exciting one, filled with excitement, pride, and a foreboding of things to come. We, the alumni, sang the alma mater, "Old Lang Syne," indicating with the enthusiastic cries of "fond with old, fond with new," the official voice of our alma mater, as we bade you farewell with the kind permission, a different journalistic philosophy, a different name, to be sure, but a different voice of the same old Illinois Institute.

TOM KILGARRiffe

Camera Comments

Thanks a Million:

The second issue of the new Technology News was printed in English with a typewriter, fully printed in English with a typewriter, fully typed, and the printer's voice, "Old Lang Syne," indicating the enthusiasm of the older alumni, indicating the enthusiasm of the older alumni, as we bade you farewell with the kind permission, a different journalistic philosophy, a different name, to be sure, but a different voice of the same old Illinois Institute.

Edgar W. Bosley

Junior Week Booklets:

On behalf of the junior marshals, I would like to thank the students for their cooperation and assistance during the event. We had a busy week, but we were able to accomplish our goal.

Larry Johnson

Junior Marshal

The New Booklets:

In new recognition programs, we are trying to improve the service to our students. In order to make it easier for us to serve you, we will be creating new booklets. Of course, cooperation will be needed in order to make this happen.

W.T.

Dumbell Ponce

As you go on through life, brother, keep always your goal.

NATIVE AMERICAN

And not on the circle-inside.
Hankins, Cooley Score in CCC, Tech Places Tenth

Golfers Swamped by Notre Dame 15-0

The I.T., golf team lost their first match of the season to an exceptionally strong Notre Dame team in the basement of the University course. Notre Dame scored 165.6. The score was 143 and Cooley scored 181. As in all the other matches, the score of 183 was close to the average of the three matches. The match was held at 10:30, but the weather was cloudy and the course was wet. The match was won by Notre Dame 15-0.

Navy, Seniors to Battle For Softball Supremacy

The Senior Champs won the only game played and are taking the Prochorn gloves for the third time in a row. The game was played at 1:30, but the weather was cloudy and the course was wet. The match was won by Notre Dame 15-0.

IM Softball Finals Near

The Senior Champs won the only game played and are taking the Prochorn gloves for the third time in a row. The game was played at 1:30, but the weather was cloudy and the course was wet. The match was won by Notre Dame 15-0.

Ping Pong Tourney Enters 2nd Round

The tourney entered the second round of brackets. The matches were played as follows: Tharion vs. Redick, Stones vs. Hadley, and Riddick vs. Kinney. The matches were played at 1:30, but the weather was cloudy and the course was wet. The matches were won by Tharion, Stones, and Riddick.

Sports Techhaw Add To Their Record

The Techhaw earned another win today. Their score was 9-0. This was the third game played and the second win for the Techhaw. The match was played at 1:30, but the weather was cloudy and the course was wet. The Techhaw won the game.

Tech to Play Last 2 Games

The Techhaw team will play two more games this season. They will play the 8th street team on Wednesday and Notre Dame on Saturday. The game will be held on the 8th street court.

Navy in Test of Supreme

The Navy team will play in a test of supreme against the Techhaw team. The game will be held on the 8th street court.

Navy in Test of Supreme

The Navy team will play in a test of supreme against the Techhaw team. The game will be held on the 8th street court.
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Navy in Test of Supreme

The Navy team will play in a test of supreme against the Techhaw team. The game will be held on the 8th street court.

Senior Farewell

The Senior Farewell was held at the 8th street court. The matches were played as follows: Tharion vs. Redick, Stones vs. Hadley, and Riddick vs. Kinney. The matches were played at 1:30, but the weather was cloudy and the course was wet. The matches were won by Tharion, Stones, and Riddick.

SCMP to Discuss Constitution Plans

SCMP will meet on Wednesday, June 7, to discuss the adoption of a constitution. The group will meet at the 8th street court.

Lewis Handball Event Underway

Two or three entrants are engaged in a heat of handball on the west court. Entries with one victory in their credit include Dick Schaff, Max Eisenberg, and P. Lewis. These players and others who have not yet played their first match, will compete for the quarterfinals. Lewis Schaff, manager of Lewis, will start a wreath with the winners.

Tech TIME TABLE

All games are in Tech Techhaw. The 8th street court will be used for all games.

TUESDAY

Math, 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m.
Math, 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m.
Math, 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m.
Math, 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m.
Tech TIME TABLE

All games are in Tech Techhaw. The 8th street court will be used for all games.
Quarters Seven Baffled by Strange Disappearance of Their Kitten Mascot

Ehbersbach is gone!

The nearest living in Quarters 7 are in mourning over the strange loss of their beloved mascot for a week, Ehbersbach, a three-week-old kitten.

Ehbersbach's disappearance was almost as strange as her appearance last Monday when she came apparently out of nowhere to join the men in their morning activities. The kitten was immediately accepted by the entire company as its pet and dubbed its peculiar name.

But alas and alack, poor Ehbersbach had one unlucky trait—she was not house-trained. The house pet of Quarters 7 found this habit slightly distasteful; in fact, it is rumored that the ability last removed the source of her troubles on her own.

At any rate, Ehbersbach's loss, according to Bill Alexander, head of the men who tend the hotel's pets, has left a core spot in the hearts of all, and one which will not be quickly healed.

ESMWT Registration Totals 1503 Within Fortnight; Two New Courses Offered

A total of 1503 registered for ESMWT courses at Illinois Tech in the last fortnight, according to the results compiled last week.

The courses, which started May 29, are scheduled to continue for 16 weeks. Radio Mathematics proved to be the most popular course, with 219 signing up for it, while Tom's and Motion Study and Advanced Structuring in Mechanical Engineering were followed by 747 and 117, respectively.

Two new courses have been added to the curriculum. They are Laboratory Engineering and Advanced Structuring. Laboratory Engineering will be taught by John Krasnow, who is also director of research for The Phoenix Chemical Company's Advanced Structures.

Pi Kappa Phi Hall Week To Begin on Wednesday

Pi Kappa Phi has its Hall Week mapped out for the phlegm. The program starts on June 7, which will offer a new and different tone. Informal initiation will be held on Friday, June 9, at the home of John Belden, 310 South Eichel Avenue.

A day dance is to be held on Saturday, June 11, at the Atlas Club, 550 North Clark Avenue. Formal initiation will be held on Sunday, June 12, after which the guests will have a chance to enjoy the newly initiated men.

Scholarships Will Be Given

All applicants for scholarships of any other forms of student aid next term should apply at Dean C. A. Tihansky's office before May 30th.

A/S Bill Wilt in Much Submarine Action Without Encountering A Single Mermaid

Twenty thousand leagues under the sea may be a story to great people but to A/S Bill Wilt it is just another job. It has been only three years since Bill enlisted in the army, (Cleveland, Ohio, but a lot of men water has passed over him since that time.

After his radio technician training in radio, Bill decided that he was going to go into submarine warfare after his tour was completed so he thought that submarine duty in March of 1942. Recently a radio technician, E/S Bill was immediately sent to Pearl Harbor where he served as a part of a submarine test crew. After several months as a radar instructor at the
Another 55 Girls to Begin Signal Corp. Inspector's Training Course at Lewis
Fifty-five more girls will be training at Lewis, June 19. The girls enrolled in the classes are from all over the country. Some have received Signal Corps experience. They are also receiving additional training.

Pseywaday is the representation of the Signal Corps at the school. She is one of the girls who is working on the transmitter. She will also be among the others who are taking care of the girls. The girls are under the supervision of the educational department. Kay H. Student attends the labs.

Two V-12 Members Receive Promotions
The promotions of two members of the V-12 program, Cecil Polkney and Cecil Richards, were announced by L. W. Hamilton, commending officer. Polkney, formerly a pharmacist's mate, 1/c, is now a chief petty officer, while Richards is now a petty officer 2/c. Richards has been at the hospital since March while Polkney has been in the hospital since April.

Departing Students Can Obtain Integral
All civilian students who will not be at Illinois Tech next semester will receive a copy of the 1945-1946 byCharles, a special publication containing the student's academic records and other information.

Gas Institute Post Given to Sebastian
Dr. J. S. Sebastian was recently appointed assistant chemical engineer of the Illinois Institute of Technology, announced Dr. E. I. Yellott, president. Sebastian, who began his new duties on May 1, is a graduate of the Royal Polytechnic Institute of London, England, from which he received a bachelor of engineering degree in 1929. In 1935, Sebastian received a Doctor of Science degree from Carnegie Tech.

Tutoring Is Secret of Heald's School Attendance at Age of 10
Did President Henry T. Heald wait until he was 14 before deciding to begin his formal education? Did he wait until he was 14 before he reached that age? These are questions arising from the announcement made in New York City.

Zietz Graduates From IIT in Short Period of 2 Years
The first known student of the school to graduate in 1945 has moved to the campus. His name is Robert Zietz, an English student who has been graduated from Illinois Institute of Technology in the shortest period of time. He has completed all his required courses in only two years.

Schedule of Lewis Pictures Announced
Pictures of west campus groups for the 1945-1946 will be taken on Sunday, June 7, according to the following schedule:

IIT Chemistry Students Petitioning For Establishment of Local ACS Chapter
The chemistry students of IIT are petitioning for the establishment of a local chapter of the American Chemical Society. This was announced today by Dr. Bruce Langston, faculty advisor, who stated that the organization of the chapter will be the responsibility of the students. The chapter will be sponsored by the ACS and will be open to all students.

IAs Prize Won By IIT Student
Sid Baker, senior automation major, was awarded a prize for a paper presented at the IIT student society on June 15 at Pennsylvania State University. His topic was "Principles of Control Devices." For his work, he was awarded an "outstanding" rating for the paper.

Copeland Enters Hospital
Dr. Paul L. Copeland, professor of physics, entered the hospital last Thursday for a physical examination. He will be transferred to the university hospital. It is expected that he will be back in school this week.

IIT Supports ASME MEETING
Dr. Linton E. Griswold, vice-president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and Dr. Elwood H. Miller, chairman of the committee in charge of the convention, stated that the convention will be held at the IIT Hall on June 17 and 18. The meeting will include three technical sessions, one on Sunday, June 19, at the school on Saturday, June 19, and one on Saturday, June 19, at the school. It is expected that the convention will be well attended.

A Queer Thing Happened to the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, as reported by Charles, a special publication containing the student's academic records and other information.

Bell Telephone System
We need long-distance phone calls. It's a matter of fact. It's all the rage. But what if you want to play a game of Bells or if you want to call someone who lives on the other side of town? The Bell Telephone System can help you with that. You can call long-distance phone numbers for free.
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